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Abstract: 

Thematic maps, which can present the same quantitative data – choropleth map, dot map, isoline, proportional symbols, 

and graduated symbols – emphasize various aspects of mapped phenomena and therefore focus readers’ attention on 

different issues. Depending on the way a map is designed, it can be recommended for different types of tasks. For 

example, isoline maps are recommended for presenting the magnitude, choropleth maps are advised for presenting overall 

geographical patterns of the mapped variable, whereas proportional and graduated symbols would be a good choice for 

comparing values, especially in neighboring fields (Dent et al. 2009, Slocum et al. 2010, Tyner 2010). This corresponds 

to the taxonomy proposed by MacEachren and DiBiase (1991) in which smooth (e.g. isoline) and abrupt (e.g. choropleth), 

as well as discrete (e.g. graduated symbols) and continuous (e.g. isoline) types of geovisualisation are juxtaposed. 

However, recommendations from handbooks should be supported by empirical evidence. In the presented study, we 

compared three commonly used map types, namely choropleth, graduated symbols, and isoline (Figure 1), to evaluate 

how they differ in facilitating solving 11 analytical tasks of a different kind (identify, find extremum, distinguish, retrieve 

value, compare, interpret, categorize, cluster, sort, correlate, locate) (Roth 2012). Another issue investigated in the study 

was the consistency of performance metrics and subjective metrics, since previous studies on this matter indicate that 

users do not always prefer the solutions which result in the best performance metrics (Hegarty 2009). 

 

Figure 1. The tested map types: choropleth map, graduated symbols map, and isoline map. 
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We conducted a user study in Poland with 366 high school students (15-20 years old). Each respondent answered the 

questions individually. The study was conducted with use of a web application. We compared three map types presenting 

the same input data (Figure 1). Three metrics were examined: two performance metrics – answer accuracy and time, and 

one subjective metric – the difficulty of the task. 

The best results of all metrics (answer accuracy and time, the rated difficulty of the tasks) for all tasks were obtained by 

participants working with the choropleth map. Slightly worse general results were obtained by the respondents working 

with the graduated symbols map, and the worst while working with isolines map. Therefore, for the basic, analytical tasks 

applied in our study, the obtained results on performance are not coherent with recommendations from handbooks, which 

suggest that different tasks should favor different map types (Dent et al. 2009, Slocum et al. 2010, Tyner 2010). 

Interestingly, only in one case of the sorting task, the effectiveness of participants using isolines map was higher than 

users of graduated symbols map. What is more, the results on performance metrics (answer accuracy and time) were 

consistent with results on the subjective metric – rated difficulty of tasks.  

The conducted study showed that a choropleth map could be the most efficient and effective map type for the tested tasks. 

Yet, we are aware of the limitations of this map type, e.g. ability to read values only for the whole area (enumeration 

unit), not referred to a specific point in space. We presume that the frequent training in choropleth maps in school 

education, as shown by the analysis of school atlases (Havelková, Hanus 2018), seems to result in a high level of literacy 

with regard to reading this map type. We believe that the richness of thematic cartography should not be abandoned, and 

training and further work should not be limited to one favorable map type only. Moreover, it should be noticed that our 

study focused only on basic, analytical tasks and did not refer to more complex tasks (e.g. problem-solving or decision-

making). Therefore, studies comparing informationally equivalent maps should be continued. 
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